Robert W Floyd, In Memoriam

by Donald E. Knuth, Stanford University
Nobody has in uen ed my s ienti life more than Bob Floyd. Indeed, were it not for him, I might
well have never be ome a omputer s ientist. In this note I'll try to explain some of the reasons
behind these statements, and to apture some of the spirit of old-time omputer s ien e.
Instead of trying to re onstru t the past using only in idents that I think I remember, I will
quote extensively from a tual do uments that were written at the time things happened. The
remarks below are extra ted from a one-hour keynote spee h I gave to the Stanford Computer
Forum on 20 Mar h 2002; many further details, in luding images of the original do uments, an be
seen in a video re ording of that le ture, whi h has been permanently ar hived on the Internet by
Stanford's Center for Professional Development [s pd.stanford.edu℄. As in that le ture, I won't
attempt to give a traditional biography, with balan ed a ounts of Bob's hildhood, edu ation,
family life, areer, and outside interests; I believe that the intriguing task of preparing su h an
a ount will be undertaken before long by professional historians who are mu h more quali ed
than I. My aim here is rather to present a personal perspe tive.
My rst en ounter with Floyd's work goes ba k to 1962, when I was asked by Computing
Reviews to assess his arti le \A des riptive language for symbol manipulation" [Journal of the
Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 8 (1961), 579{584℄. At that time I was studying mathemati s as a se ond-year grad student at Calte h; he was working as a programmer-analyst at
Armour Resear h Foundation in Chi ago. Sin e I had re ently ompleted a ompiler for a subset
of ALGOL, and had read the writeups and sour e listings of several other ompilers, I was immediately impressed by what he had written [see Computing Reviews 3 (1962), 148, review #2140℄:
\This paper is a signi ant step forward in the eld of automati programming. Over the past few
years, simple algorithms for analyzing arithmeti expressions have been dis overed independently
by many people. But onventional methods for explaining su h algorithms obs ured the essential
fa ts. Floyd has developed a new notation whi h lets the trees be distinguished from the forest, and
whi h admirably points out what is really going on in a translation pro ess. An algebrai ompiler
an be des ribed very pre isely and ompa tly in this notation, and one an design su h a ompiler
in Floyd's form in a few hours." In essen e, Bob had introdu ed the notion of produ tions as an
organizing prin iple for programming, anti ipating to a ertain extent the future development of
so- alled expert systems.
My own work on programming was merely a sideline by whi h I ould pay for my ollege
edu ation and prepare to start a family. During the summer of 1962 I wrote a FORTRAN ompiler
for a small UNIVAC omputer; this work had almost no onne tion with what I viewed as my
future areer as a tea her of mathemati s, ex ept that I did spend one fas inating day studying the
eÆ ien y of \linear probing" (the simple hash table algorithm by whi h my ompiler maintained
its di tionary of symbols). I had never heard of \ omputer s ien e." My whole attitude hanged,
however, when I met Bob for the rst time in person at the ACM onferen e in Syra use at the
end of that summer.
We be ame fast friends, perhaps be ause we had both learned programming in the late 1950s
by sitting at the onsoles of IBM 650 omputers. Bob showed me some work he had been doing
about mathemati al te hniques for verifying that a program is orre t|a ompletely unheard-of
idea in those days as far as I knew. The a epted methodology for program onstru tion was
quite the opposite: People would write ode and make test runs, then nd bugs and make pat hes,
then nd more bugs and make more pat hes, and so on until not being able to dis over any
further errors, yet always living in dread for fear that a new ase would turn up on the next day
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and lead to a new type of failure. We never realized that there might be a way to onstru t a
rigorous proof of validity; at least, I'm sure that su h thoughts never rossed my own mind when
I was writing programs, even though I was doing nothing but proofs when I was in a lassroom.
I onsidered programming to be an entirely di erent ategory of human a tivity. The early treatises
of Goldstine and von Neumann, whi h provided a glimpse of mathemati al program development,
had long been forgotten. I was also unaware of John M Carthy's paper, \Towards a mathemati al
s ien e of omputation," presented at the IFIP Congress in Muni h that summer, nor did I asso iate
M Carthy-style re ursive fun tions with \real" programming at that time. But Bob taught me how
to wear my programmer's ap and my mathemati ian's loak at the same time.
Computer programs were traditionally \explained" by drawing ow harts to illustrate the possible sequen es of basi steps. Bob's proof method was based on de orating ea h bran h in the
ow hart with an invariant assertion su h as \R  Y > 0, X  0, Q  0, X = R + QY ", whi h
aptures the essential relations that hold between variables at that point of the al ulation. If we
an show that the assertions immediately following ea h step are onsequen es of the assertions
immediately pre eding, we an be sure that the assertions at the end of the program will hold if
the appropriate assertions were true at the beginning. Of ourse this is a simple prin iple, on e it
has been formulated, but it dramati ally opened my eyes. When Bob published it later [\Assigning
meanings to programs," Pro eedings of Symposia in Applied Mathemati s 19 (1967), 19{32℄, he
gave redit to unpublished ideas of Alan Perlis and Saul Gorn, but I'm sure that he had developed
everything independently. His paper presented a formal grammar for ow harts together with rigorous methods for verifying the e e ts of basi a tions like assignments and tests; thus it was a dire t
pre ursor of the \pre onditions" and \post onditions" subsequently developed by Tony Hoare.
We began writing letters ba k and forth. In one letter, for example, I mentioned among other
things that I'd been trying without su ess to nd a systemati way to de ide whether a given
ontext-free grammar is ambiguous, even in the simple ase
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where h x i is a nite set of strings. He replied on 16 O tober 1963|using the stationery of his
urrent employers, Computer Asso iates of Wake eld, Massa husetts|as follows: \I applaud your
results on TTL's [whatever those were : : : I've forgotten℄; but see Greiba h, `The Unde idability
of the Ambiguity Problem for Minimal Linear Grammars', Information and Control, June 1963,
pg. 119. The paper by Landweber in the same issue is also interesting." Then he pro eeded to
present an algorithm that solves the simple ase I had mentioned. We both learned later that he
had thereby redis overed a method of Sardinas and Patterson that was well known in oding theory
[August A. Sardinas and George W. Patterson, \A ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for unique
de omposition of oded messages," Convention Re ord of the I.R.E., 1953 National Convention,
Part 8: Information Theory (1953), 104{108℄.
Near the end of 1963, Bob ame to visit me at Calte h, bringing fresh Maine lobsters with
him on the plane. We spent several days hiking in Joshua Tree National Monument, talking about
algorithms and languages as we went. (He loved the outdoors, and we hiked together in Coe
State Park several years later.) At the time I was getting ready to draft the hapter on sorting
for The Art of Computer Programming (TAOCP ). Soon afterwards I had o asion to travel to
Boston, where I visited him at his beautiful new home in Tops eld, Massa husetts. We talked
about some new ideas in sorting that I had just learned, in parti ular the \heapsort" algorithm
of J. W. J. Williams [soon to appear in Communi ations of the ACM 7 (1964), 347{348; I had
been the referee℄. Bob responded by introdu ing an improvement to the initialization phase of
that pro edure [Communi ations of the ACM 7 (1964), 701℄. I also introdu ed him at that time
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to the notion of sorting networks, namely to the methods of sorting that had been introdu ed
by R. C. Bose and R. J. Nelson [\A sorting problem," Journal of the Asso iation for Computing
Ma hinery 9 (1962), 282{296℄. Shortly after my visit, Bob wrote me a letter dated 5 February
1964, whi h began by dis ussing the expe ted length of the longest de reasing subsequen e of a
random permutation. Then he said \About the sorting system you showed us, I nd that any
sorting pro edure by inter hanges of adja ent lines will orre tly sort all inputs if it will orre tly
sort an input whi h is in reverse (de reasing) order." This elegant result, and his lemma that
proved it, eventually be ame exer ise 5.3.4{36 of TAOCP. He ended his letter by saying, \Was this
the theorem you wanted me to nd? Ask me another."
Bose and Nelson had onje tured that the sorting networks they onstru ted were optimal,
having the fewest possible omparators. Support for their onje ture was obtained by Thomas N.
Hibbard [\A simple sorting algorithm," Journal of the Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 10
(1963), 142{150℄. But Bob found improved methods soon after he had learned of the problem, rst
redu ing the number of omparison-ex hange modules needed to sort 21 elements from 118 to 117,
and then (on 27 Mar h) showing that 9 elements an be sorted with only 25 modules instead of 27.
This startling breakthrough was the beginning of an ex iting ex hange of letters. On 4 April
I wrote ba k, \Dear Bob, I was quite impressed, indeed awe-stru k, et ., by the example you sent
me last week showing an improvement of two steps in the xed- omparison sort for nine elements.
: : : Therefore I lost another day from book-writing as I pondered this question anew. Here are the
few results I obtained today; I hope you he k them for a ura y and I also hope you are inspired
to nd bigger and better improvements. : : : I think I an break that nlog2 3 n barrier, in the
following algorithm for n = 16. (This is a little startling sin e powers of two are the best ases
for the Bose-Nelson sort.): : : " Bob replied, on 10 April: \Very pretty! Now generalize to threedimensional diagrams.: : : " And we ontinued to ex hange letters dozens of times with respe t to
this question of eÆ ient networks for sorting. Whenever I had mail from Bob, I'd learn that he
had gotten ahead in our friendly ompetition; then it was my turn to put TAOCP on hold for
another day, trying to trump his latest dis overy. Our informal game of pure-resear h-at-a-distan e
gave us a taste of the thrills that mathemati ians of old must have felt in similar ir umstan es,
as when Leibniz orresponded with the Bernoullis or when Euler and Goldba h ex hanged letters.
However, by the time we nally got around to publishing the fruits of this work [\The Bose{Nelson
sorting problem," in A Survey of Combinatorial Theory, edited by J. N. Srivastava (Amsterdam:
North-Holland, 1973), 163{172℄, we had learned that Kenneth E. Bat her had blown our main
theorem away by nding a mu h better onstru tion.
All of this was in idental to our main resear h, whi h at the time was fo ussed on the translation
of arti ial languages like ALGOL into ma hine language. Indeed, all omputer s ien e resear h in
those days was pretty mu h arved up into three parts: either (1) numeri al analysis or (2) arti ial
intelligen e or (3) programming languages. In 1963 Bob had written a masterful paper, \Synta ti
analysis and operator pre eden e" [Journal of the Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 10 (1963),
316{333℄, in whi h he laun hed an important new way to approa h the parsing problem, the rst
syntax-dire ted algorithm of pra ti al importan e. And he followed that up in 1964 with an even
more wonderful work, \The syntax of programming languages|A survey" [IEEE Transa tions
on Ele troni
Computers EC{13 (1964), 346{353℄, probably the best paper ever written about
that subje t. In this survey he masterfully brought order out of the haos of various approa hes
that people had been using in the input phases of ompilers, but even more important was his
introdu tion of a ompletely new algorithm with a brand new ontrol stru ture. He presented this
novel method \with a metaphor. Suppose a man is assigned the goal of analyzing a senten e in a
PSL [phrase-stru ture language, aka ontext-free language℄ of known grammar. He has the power
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to hire subordinates, assign them tasks, and re them if they fail; they in turn have the same
power. : : : Ea h man will be told only on e `try to nd a G' where G is a symbol of the language,
and may thereafter be repeatedly told `try again' if the parti ular instan e of a G whi h he nds
proves unsatisfa tory to his superiors." I think the algorithm he presented in this paper an be
justly regarded as the birth of what we now all obje t-oriented programming.
At the end of 1964 I had nearly nished drafting Chapter 10 of TAOCP, the hapter on
syntax analysis, and I wrote Bob a long letter attempting to explain a general approa h that had
emerged from this work (now known as LR(k) parsing). \I must apologize for the omplexity of my
onstru tion (indeed, it is too ompli ated to put in my book), but this seems to be inherent in the
problem. I know of at least three Ph.D. theses whi h were entirely on erned with only the most
simple ases of parts of this problem! As I go further into hapter 10 I be ome more onvin ed that
only ve really worthwhile papers on s anning te hniques have ever been written, and you were the
author of all ve of them!"
Bob be ame an Asso iate Professor of Computer S ien e at the Carnegie Institute of Te hnology in the fall of 1965, introdu ing among other things a ourse on \the great algorithms," and
supervising the Ph.D. theses of Zohar Manna (1968), Jay Earley (1968), and Jim King (1969).
He also wrote another major paper at this time, \Nondeterministi algorithms" [Journal of the
Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 14 (1967), 636{655℄, setting out the general prin iples of
exhaustive sear h in a novel and perspi uous way that has led to many pra ti al implementations.
I found in my les a letter that I'd written to Myrtle Kellington in June, 1967, urging her to have
the illustrations in this paper typeset by the printer instead of using the mu h heaper alternative
of \Leroy lettering." I argued that \Floyd's arti le, perhaps more than any other arti le I have
ever seen, is based almost entirely on illustrations oordinated with text. : : : Saying he should
prepare his own diagrams is, in this ase, like telling our authors never to use any mathemati al
formulas unless they submit hand-lettered opy. : : : Professor Floyd has been one of our best and
most faithful referees in the ACM publi ations for many years, and he has volunteered mu h of his
valuable time to this often thankless job. Now he is an asso iate editor of JACM. We ertainly owe
him a de ent treatment of his arti le." I'm happy to report that she agreed, even though she had
re eived my letter more than two weeks after the publi ation deadline.
Meanwhile my publishers and I had asked Bob for a detailed ritique of TAOCP Volume 1,
whi h was being prepared for the press in 1967. Needless to say, his omments proved to be
invaluable to me, although I didn't agree with every single one of his remarks. Here are some
ex erpts from what he wrote: \Chapter I: Overall opinion. I like the hapter, but I think it
ould be improved by hopping most of the humor and ane dotes, retaining the histori al material.
: : : The system of rating problems underestimates their diÆ ulty for, say,
ollege seniors, and
designates too many with the ` x'. The author's personal notes of advi e, et ., are often valuable;
at times, though, the non-te hni al material gets a little thi k. The te hni al ontent meets very
high standards of s holarship, and is a redit to the author." Then he gave hundreds of detailed
suggestions for improvements to the text.
Our orresponden e was not entirely te hni al. On 22 February 1967 I wrote, \Bob, I have
the feeling that this is going to be a somewhat extraordinary letter. During the last year or so I
have been getting lots of o ers of employment from other olleges. I think I told you that I plan
(and have planned for a long time) to de ide on a permanent home where I will want to live the
rest of my life, and to move there after the year I spend in Prin eton working for the government.
(Namely, to move in September 1969.) Due to the present supply and demand in omputer s ien e,
I am fortunate enough to be able to pi k just about any pla e I want to go; but there are several
good pla es and it's quite a dilemma to de ide what I should do. I believe the four pla es that are
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now uppermost in my mind are Stanford, Cornell, Harvard, and Calte h (in that order). I expe t
to take about a year before I make up my mind, with Jill's help. It o urs to me that I would very
mu h like to be lo ated at the same pla e you are, if this is feasible; at any rate your plans have a
non-trivial pla e in the non-linear fun tion I am trying to optimize! : : : So I would like to explore
some of these possibilities with you. : : : " Bob responded with his own perspe tive on the urrent
state of a airs at various universities; the bottom line of his reply was, \I'd say if you want to make
the move, I don't have any plans that would on i t, and I will be very tempted to go to Stanford
myself; I probably will go, in fa t."
I re eived and a epted Stanford's o er a year later, and George Forsythe (the hair of Stanford's department) asked me in Mar h of 1968 to write a letter of re ommendation on Bob's behalf.
I replied that \I don't know anyone I ould re ommend more highly. He is the most gifted man in
his `age bra ket' that I have ever met. Several of his published papers have been signi ant mileposts in the development of omputer s ien e, notably his introdu tion of pre eden e grammars,
tree-sort algorithms, and methods of `assigning meanings to programs.' I have also had the pleasure
of arrying on frequent orresponden e with him for ve years, so I am quite familiar with his unpublished work too; this orresponden e overs a wide variety of topi s, for example, graph theory,
word problems in semigroups, mathemati al notations, algorithms for synta ti analysis, theorems
about languages, algorithms for manipulating data stru tures, optimal sorting s hemes, et ., et .
While I was editing the ACM Communi ations and Journal, I asked him to serve as referee for
several papers, and it was not un ommon for him to submit a four- or ve-page review ontaining
important suggestions for improvements. He also has a good re ord of working with students at
Carnegie Te h on both the undergraduate and graduate level: He has supervised some ex ellent
theses and he has kept several student proje ts going. He is one of the rare people who have
onsiderable experien e and expertise both in writing omputer programs and in developing useful
theories related to programming. : : : He is a true Computer S ientist! His spe ial talents seem to
be (a) the ability to devise ingenious algorithms and ombinatorial onstru tions; (b) the ability
to develop nontrivial new theories whi h are of both pra ti al and mathemati al interest; ( ) the
ability to organize a large body of loosely onne ted material and to per eive the important ideas;
(d) a talent for good exposition and for nding just the right words to express an idea. His only fault
known to me is that he is sometimes a little too sensitive (too mu h the perfe tionist); for example,
although he has lived in the East nearly all his life, he has already de ided that no California wine
is worth drinking ex ept B. V. Beaujolais. : : : One further remark is perhaps ne essary, onsidering
ontemporary `standards of so iety'. Floyd has never gone through the formalities of obtaining a
Ph.D. degree. I believe this was due primarily to the fa t that he entered graduate s hool at the
University of Chi ago when he was only 16 or 17 yours old, as part of an experimental a elerated
edu ation program; this was not a mature enough age to do graduate work. [Bob was born 8 June
1936, and he began graduate s hool after re eiving a B.A. degree in 1953 at age 17|about ve
years earlier than usual for Ameri an students at the time.℄ Certainly he has written at least a
dozen papers by now ea h of whi h is superior to any Ph.D. thesis I have ever seen in omputer
s ien e, so the mere fa t that he has never formally re eived the degree should be quite irrelevant."
(Bob used to say that he was planning to get a Ph.D. by the \green stamp method," namely
by saving envelopes addressed to him as `Dr. Floyd'. After olle ting 500 su h letters, he mused, a
university somewhere in Arizona would probably grant him a degree.)
To my delight, Bob did re eive and a ept an o er from Stanford, and he arrived during the
summer of 1968. While I'm quoting from letters of re ommendation, I might as well ontinue with
two more that I was asked to write later. The rst of these was addressed to the Ameri an A ademy
of Arts and S ien es on 12 February 1974: \: : : it is diÆ ult to rank [ omputer s ientists℄ with re5

spe t to mathemati ians, physi ists, et ., sin e omputer s ien e is so young. A mathemati ian like
Lehmer or Polya has been produ ing high quality work onsistently for 50 years or more, and this is
mu h more than a omputer s ientist ould do : : : perhaps it's too easy [for omputer s ientists like
myself℄ to be ome a fellow. On the other hand there are outstanding mathemati ians like Bellman
and Thompson whose work spans only 20 years or so, and that is loser to what a leading omputer
s ientist (say 15 years) would have to his redit. I will list the two andidates who are generally
re ognized as leading pioneers and whose names are `household words', and whose ontributions
span a broad range of topi s as well as a long span of time ( onsistent quality): 1. Edsger Dijkstra,
who is responsible for more landmark ontributions in nontheoreti al aspe ts of omputer s ien e
than any other man. Namely, the urrent revolution in programming methodology, the fundamental prin iples of syn hronizing ooperating pro esses, the method for implementing re ursive
pro esses, as well as important algorithms. Su h aspe ts of omputer s ien e are the hardest in
whi h to make fundamental breakthroughs. He is also an able theoreti ian. 2. Robert Floyd, who
is responsible for many of the leading theoreti al ideas of omputer s ien e as well as hairman
of what I think is the leading a ademi department (mine! but I'm trying to be unbiased). His
work is ited more than twi e as mu h as any other person's in the series of books I am writing
(summarizing what is known about programming). His fundamental ontributions to the syntax
and semanti s of programming languages, to the study of omputational omplexity, and to proofs
of program orre tness, have been a great in uen e for many years, and he has also invented dozens
of important te hniques whi h are now in ommon use."
Se ond, to the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation on 3 De ember 1975: \Professor
Floyd is one of the most outstanding omputer s ientists in the world; in my mind he is one
of the top three. During his areer he has been a leading light in the development of many
of the key on epts of our dis ipline: (a) A produ tion language to des ribe algebrai parsing
te hniques (now alled Floyd produ tions). (b) The notion of pre eden e grammars. ( ) Semanti s
of programming languages. (d) Automati te hniques for onstru ting omputer programs and
proving their orre tness. Ea h of these ontributions has essentially reated an important sub eld
of resear h later pursued by hundreds of people. Besides this he has invented many algorithms
of pra ti al importan e (e.g. to nd all shortest paths in a network, to sort numbers into order,
to nd the median of a set of data), and he has several landmark te hni al papers whi h show
that ertain problems are intrinsi ally hard. As an example of this, I an ite his re ent dis overy
of the fastest possible way to add numbers: This result meant that he had to invent an addition
pro edure whi h was faster than any others heretofore known, and to prove that no faster method
will ever be possible. Both of these were nontrivial innovations. In my re ent book whi h reviews
what is known about sorting and sear hing, his work is ited 20 times, far more than any other
person. His published papers show an amazing breadth, espe ially when one realizes that so many
of them have been pioneering ventures that be ame milestones in omputer s ien e. I am sure that
whatever he proposes to do during his sabbati al year will be of great future value to s ien e, and
so I heartily re ommend support by the Guggenheim Foundation."
Bob was ele ted to the Ameri an A ademy in 1974 and awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for
1976{1977.
Upon Bob's arrival at Stanford he immediately be ame a popular tea her. Indeed, students
frequently rated his problem-solving seminar, CS204, as the best ourse of their entire ollege areer.
He also was dedi ated to tea hing our introdu tory programming ourse, CS106; we often talked
about examples that might help to introdu e basi on epts. He was promoted to Full Professor
at Stanford in 1970, one of extremely few people to a hieve this rank after having served only ve
years as Asso iate Professor (three of whi h were at Carnegie).
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One of the greatest honors available to mathemati ians and omputer s ientists in those days
was to be invited to give a plenary le ture at an international ongress. Floyd was one of only eight
people in omputer or system s ien e to re eive su h an honor from the International Congress of
Mathemati ians held in Ni e, 1970; the eight invitees were Eilenberg, Floyd, Knuth, and Winograd
(USA); S hutzenberger (Fran e); Lavrov, Lupanov, and Kolmogorov (USSR). A year later, Bob
was the only speaker to be invited to the IFIP Congress in Ljubljana by two di erent te hni al
area ommittees.
I an't help mentioning also the fa t that he helped me shape up my writing style. For example,
I was on leave of absen e at the University of Oslo when I re eived the following life- hanging letter
from his hand:
September 21, 1972
Prof. Donald Knuth
Dear Don:
Please quit using so many ex lamation points! I an't stand it!! I'm going out of my mind!!!
(Don't get alarmed, I'm only kidding!!!!)
Sin erely yours (!!!!!),
Robert W. Floyd
Of ourse I took this advi e to heart|and wrote the following reply in April of 1973 after learning
that Bob was our dean's hoi e to su eed George Forsythe as department hair: \Bob, Congratulations, to you and to the Dean for his ne de ision. I hope you will a ept, sin e I think you will
be able to a omplish important things for our department. Please be our Chairman. Sin erely,
Don. P.S. If I were allowed to use ex lamation points I would be more emphati ."
Bob served as department hair for three years, devoting onsiderable energy to the task. Above
all he worked tirelessly with ar hite ts on the design of a new home for the department (Margaret
Ja ks Hall), in whi h our entire fa ulty would be together for the rst time. For example, in
De ember 1975 I sent him the following memo: \Thanks for all the ne work you've evidently done
together with the ar hite ts for the new building. This will have a lasting payo and we all owe you
a huge debt of gratitude." And on 27 August 1976: \(Thank you)n for the outstanding servi es
you gave our department as its hairperson these last years. You fo ussed on and solved the riti al
problems fa ing us, and the present and future strength of our department is due in large measure
to your e orts; the e e ts will last for a long time. Not having the energy to be hairman myself,
I am doubly grateful that you sa ri ed so mu h of your time to these important tasks." Finally
in November, 1978, when he was enjoying a well-deserved se ond year of sabbati al at MIT, I sent
the following message: \Dear Bob, The fa ulty had its rst han e to walk through Margaret Ja ks
Hall yesterday. The building has taken shape ni ely. The roof is nished, so the winter rains (if
we get any) won't be a problem for the workmen doing the nishing. The arpentry work is super
quality, and the spa es are ni e to walk through and be in. So I'm writing to say `thanks for all the
energy you ontributed towards the su ess of the proje t'. Thanks from all of us! Best regards,
Don. P.S. Am enjoying the telephone poker game that Rivest told me about." [Okay, I let an
ex lamation point reep in, but that one was legitimate. Note also that the arti le \Mental poker"
by Adi Shamir, Ronald L. Rivest, and Leonard M. Adleman in The Mathemati al Gardner, edited
by David A. Klarner (Belmont, California: Wadsworth, 1981), 37{43, redits Bob with proposing
the problem of playing a fair game of poker without ards.℄
Bob re eived the ultimate honor in our eld, the ACM Turing Award, at the end of 1978|for
\helping to found the following important sub elds of omputer s ien e: the theory of parsing, the
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This pi ture of Bob Floyd was taken
by a Stanford student and posted on
our department's photo board about
1972. To simulate gray s ale with
binary pixels, I've rendered it here
using the Floyd{Steinberg \error diffusion" algorithm, implementing that
algorithm exa tly as suggested in the
famous arti le that Bob published
with Louis Steinberg in 1976 (di using errors from bottom to top and
right to left); the resolution is 600
dots per in h. Caution: Software
for printing might have mangled
the bits that you are now seeing.
Furthermore, the physi al model in
Floyd and Steinberg's paper mat hes
the te hnology of inkjet printers better than that of laserjet printers, so
you may not be seeing this image at
its best. Error di usion does, however, give beautiful results when it
has been tuned to work with a typial inkjet devi e.

semanti s of programming languages, automati program veri ation, automati program synthesis,
and the analysis of algorithms. Your work has had a lear in uen e on methodologies for the
reation of eÆ ient and reliable software." I was surprised to noti e, when rereading his Turing
le ture \The paradigms of programming" [Communi ations of the ACM 22 (1979), 455{460, with
a ni e pi ture on page 455℄, that he had re ommended already in 1978 many of the things that
I've been promoting sin e 1984 under the banner of \literate programming." [See page 458 of his
Turing le ture; and see Donald E. Knuth, \Literate programming," The Computer Journal 27
(1984), 97{111.℄
At the time Bob was re eiving this award, and for many years afterwards, I was immersed in
problems of digital typography. Thus I wasn't able to ollaborate very mu h with him in the latter
part of his areer, although we did have fun with one proje t [\Addition ma hines," SIAM Journal
on Computing 19 (1990), 329{340℄. He was destined to be disappointed that his dream of a new,
near-ideal programming language alled Chiron was never to be realized|possibly be ause he was
relu tant to make the sorts of ompromises that he saw me making with respe t to TEX. Chiron
was \an attempt to provide a programming environment in whi h, to the largest extent possible,
one designs a program by designing the pro ess whi h the program arries out." His plans for the
Chiron ompiler in luded novel methods of ompile-time error re overy and type mat hing that
have never been published.
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I know that when he retired in 1994, the publi ation of his book The Language of Ma hines
with Ri hard Beigel brought him enormous satisfa tion, espe ially when he re eived a opy of the
ne translation of that book into German.
Then, alas, a rare ailment alled Pi k's disease began to atta k his mind and his body. His
s ienti life ame sadly to a premature end. Yet dozens of the things he did in his heyday will
surely live forever.
I'd like to lose with a few ane dotes. First, people often assume that my books are in error
or in omplete when I refer to Bob as \Robert W Floyd," sin e the indexes to my books give a full
middle name for almost everybody else. The truth is that he was indeed born with another middle
name, but he had it legally hanged to \W"|just as President Truman's middle name was simply
\S". Bob liked to point out that \W." is a valid abbreviation for \W".
Se ond, he loved his BMW, whi h was ni knamed Tarzan. He told me that it would be ni e
to own two of them, so that both ars ould have li ense plate holders that said \my other ar is a
BMW".
Third, he had a strong so ial ons ien e. For example, he spent a signi ant amount of time
and energy to help free Fernando Flores from prison in Chile. Flores, a former vi e-re tor of the
Catholi University of Chile who had developed a omputer-based information system for the entire
Chilean e onomy and be ome a abinet minister in the government of Salvador Allende, ame to
Stanford as a resear h asso iate in 1976 largely be ause of Bob's e orts, after having been held
without harges for three years by the military junta headed by Augusto Pino het.
Fourth, he was a onnoisseur of ne food. Some of the most deli ious meals I've ever experien ed were eaten in his presen e, either as a guest in his house or in a restaurant of his hoi e. I
parti ularly remember an unforgettable du kling with aming herry sau e, onsumed during an
ACM onferen e in Denver.
Fifth, I remember 1 May 1970, the day after Nixon invaded Cambodia. Tension was high on
ampus; Bob and I de ided that su h es alation by our president was the last straw, and we ould
no longer do \business as usual." So we joined the students and pi keted Pine Hall (Stanford's
Computation Center), preventing anyone from going inside to get work done that day. (I must
admit, however, that we sat there talking about sorting algorithms the whole time.)
Finally, one last quotation|this one from the future instead of the past. The seventh volume
of my olle ted works, to be entitled Sele ted Papers on the Design of Algorithms, is s heduled to
be published about two years from now. For a long time I've planned to dedi ate this book to Bob
Floyd; indeed, the dedi ation page is the only page of the book that has been typeset so far, and
it has been in my omputer for several years. That page urrently reads as follows, using an old
word for algorithmi s that the Oxford English Di tionary tra es ba k to Chau er and even earlier:
\To Robert W Floyd (1936{2001) / my partner in augrime."
I'm grateful to Ri hard Beigel, Christiane Floyd, Hal Gabow, Greg Gibbons, Gio Wiederhold, and Voy
Wiederhold for their help in preparing these reminis en es.
Publi ations of Robert W Floyd

(The following list may well be in omplete; for example, I've heard that Bob published at least one arti le in
a short-lived magazine about ba kgammon. Please send me any additions or orre tions to this bibliography
that you may know about.)

(with B. Ebstein) \A formal representation of the interferen e between several pulse trains," Proeedings of the Fourth Conferen e on Radio Interferen e Redu tion and Ele troni
bility

(Chi ago: 1958), 180{192.
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Compati-

\Remarks on a re ent paper," Communi ations of the ACM 2, 6 (June 1959), 21.
\An algorithm de ning ALGOL assignment statements," Communi ations of the ACM 3 (1960),
170{171, 346.
(with B. Kalli k, C. J. Moore, and E. S. S hwartz) Advan ed Studies of Computer Programming,
ARF Proje t E121 (Chi ago, Illinois: Armour Resear h Foundation of Illinois Institute of
Te hnology, 15 July 1960), vi + 152 pages. [A des ription and user manual for the MOBIDIC
Program Debugging System, in luding detailed ow harts and program listings.℄
\A note on rational approximation," Mathemati s of Computation 14 (1960), 72{73.
\Algorithm 18: Rational interpolation by ontinued fra tions," Communi ations of the ACM 3
(1960), 508.
\An algorithm for oding eÆ ient arithmeti operations," Communi ations of the ACM 4 (1961),
42{51.
\A des riptive language for symbol manipulation," Journal of the Asso iation for Computing Mahinery 8 (1961), 579{584.
\A note on mathemati al indu tion on phrase stru ture grammars," Information and Control 4
(1961), 353{358.
\Algorithm 96: An estor," Communi ations of the ACM 5 (1962), 344{345.
\Algorithm 97: Shortest path," Communi ations of the ACM 5 (1962), 345.
\Algorithm 113: Treesort," Communi ations of the ACM 5 (1962), 434.
\On the nonexisten e of a phrase stru ture grammar for ALGOL 60," Communi ations of the ACM
5 (1962), 483{484.
\On ambiguity in phrase stru ture languages," Communi ations of the ACM 5 (1962), 526, 534.
\Synta ti analysis and operator pre eden e," Journal of the Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery
10 (1963), 316{333.
\Bounded ontext synta ti analysis," Communi ations of the ACM 7 (1964), 62{67.
\The syntax of programming languages|A survey," IEEE Transa tions on Ele troni Computers
EC{13 (1964), 346{353. Reprinted in Saul Rosen, Programming Languages and Systems
(New York: M Graw{Hill, 1967), 342{358.
\Algorithm 245: Treesort 3," Communi ations of the ACM 7 (1964), 701.
New Proofs of Old Theorems in Logi and Formal Linguisti s (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Carnegie
Institute of Te hnology, November 1966), ii + 13 pages.
(with Donald E. Knuth) \Advan ed problem H-94," Fibona i Quarterly 4 (1966), 258.
\Assigning meanings to programs," Pro eedings of Symposia in Applied Mathemati s 19 (1967),
19{32.
(with D. E. Knuth) \Improved onstru tions for the Bose{Nelson sorting problem," Noti es of the
Ameri an Mathemati al So iety 14 (February 1967), 283.
\The verifying ompiler," Computer S ien e Resear h Review (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Carnegie{
Mellon University, De ember 1967), 18{19.
\Nondeterministi algorithms," Journal of the Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 14 (1967),
636{644.
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(with Donald E. Knuth) \Notes on avoiding `go to' statements," Information Pro essing Letters 1
(1971), 23{31, 177. Reprinted in Writings of the Revolution, edited by E. Yourdon (New York:
Yourdon Press, 1982), 153{162.
\Toward intera tive design of orre t programs," Information Pro essing 71, Pro eedings of IFIP
Congress 1971, 1 (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1972), 7{10.
(with James C. King) \An interpretation-oriented theorem prover over integers," Journal of Computer and System S ien es 6 (1972), 305{323.
\Permuting information in idealized two-level storage," in Complexity of Computer Computations,
edited by Raymond E. Miller and James W. That her (New York: Plenum, 1972), 105{109.
(with Donald E. Knuth) \The Bose{Nelson sorting problem," in A Survey of Combinatorial Theory,
edited by Jagdish N. Srivastava (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1973), 163{172.
(with Manuel Blum, Vaughan Pratt, Ronald L. Rivest, and Robert E. Tarjan) \Time bounds for
sele tion," Journal of Computer and System S ien es 7 (1973), 448{461.
(with Alan J. Smith) \A linear time two tape merge," Information Pro essing Letters 2 (1974),
123{125.
(with Ronald L. Rivest) \Expe ted time bounds for sele tion," Communi ations of the ACM 18
(1975), 165{172.
(with Ronald L. Rivest) \Algorithm 489: The algorithm SELECT|for nding the ith smallest of
n elements," Communi ations of the ACM 18 (1975), 173.
\The exa t time required to perform generalized addition," 16th Annual Symposium on Foundations
of Computer S ien e (IEEE Computer So iety, 1975), 3{5.
(with Louis Steinberg) \An adaptive algorithm for spatial greys ale," Pro eedings of the So iety for
Information Display 17 (1976), 75{77. An earlier version appeared in SID 75 Digest (1975),
36{37.
(with Larry Carter, John Gill, George Markowsky, and Mark Wegman) \Exa t and approximate
membership testers," 10th Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing (1978), 59{65.
\The paradigms of programming," Communi ations of the ACM 22 (1979), 455{460. Reprinted
in ACM Turing Award Le tures: The First Twenty Years (New York: ACM Press, 1987),
131{142. Russian translation in Lektsii Laureatov Premii T'uringa (Mos ow: Mir, 1993),
159{173.
(with Je rey D. Ullman) \The ompilation of regular expressions into integrated ir uits," Journal
of the Asso iation for Computing Ma hinery 29 (1982), 603{622.
(with Jon Bentley) \Programming pearls: A sample of brillian e," Communi ations of the ACM
30 (1987), 754{757.
\What else Pythagoras ould have done," Ameri an Mathemati al Monthly 96 (1989), 67.
(with Donald E. Knuth) \Addition ma hines," SIAM Journal on Computing 19 (1990), 329{340.
(with Ri hard Beigel) The Language of Ma hines (New York: Computer S ien e Press, 1994), xvii+
706 pages. Fren h translation by Daniel Krob, Le Langage des Ma hines (Paris: International
Thomson, 1995), xvii + 594 pages. German translation by Philip Zeitz and Carsten Grefe, Die
Spra he der Mas hinen (Bonn: International Thomson, 1996), xxvii + 652 pages.
(Floyd also wrote many unpublished notes on a wide variety of subje ts, often revising and polishing them
into gems of exposition that I hope will some day appear on the Internet for all to enjoy. More than 17
boxes of his papers are on deposit in the Stanford University Ar hives, with atalog number SC 625.)
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